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Abstract. Aiming at poor valuing objectivity for indicator weight in 

sustainability assessment of water resources use (SAWRU), an indicator system 

and a projection pursuit evaluation model optimized by particle swarm 

optimization algorithm were structured for SAWRU, and then the method was 

applied to the SAWRU of Sanjiang Plain. The applied results indicated that the 

method not only avoided artificial disturbance when valuing indicator weight 

but also had the advantages of objective and precise assessment result, 

feasibility and availability. The assessment results showed that the sustainable 

grade of water resources use of Jiamusi, Shuangyashan and Jixi which located 

at Sanjiang Plain belonged to III, and the grade of the other regions of Sanjiang 

Plain belonged to IV. Thus, scientific water resource use scheme and 

reasonable socioeconomic development strategy need to be made based on the 

regional characteristics of water resources and socioeconomic development. 
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1   Introduction 

Sustainability assessment of water resources use (SAWRU) is the key problem of 

water resources sustainability utilization research, the essential means for measuring 

water resources sustainable capacity and the main foundation of macro adjustment for 

regional water resources [1]. Presently, scholars, at home or abroad, usually use 

comprehensive grading method, fuzzy comprehensive evaluation method, grey 

clustering evaluation method, principal component analysis and factor analysis 

method to evaluate water resources sustainable utilization. However, human factors 

exist in the assignment of evaluation indicator weight of the above methods and cause 

poor objectivity of assessment results. For SAWRU with multiple indicators, the 

influence degree of each evaluation indicator on water resources sustainable 

utilization should be correctly analyzed under the least human factor effect, and then a 

comprehensive evaluation result reflecting the characteristic information of each 

indicator can be obtained. Projection pursuit evaluation (PPE) model is an exploratory 

data analysis method which drove by sample data [2]. The method firstly pursues the 

best projection direction on the basis of sample data characteristics, next judges the 



contribution degree of each evaluation indicator to comprehensive evaluation target 

based on the directions, and then obtains the projection values according to the best 

projection direction and the linear projection of evaluation indicators, 

comprehensively assesses water resources sustainable utilization with the projection 

values at last [3]. Thus, the paper used projection pursuit evaluation model based on 

particle swarm optimization (PSO-PPE) to assess regional water resources sustainable 

utilization and provided a new and effective evaluation method to the research of 

water resources utilization. 

2 Methods 

2.1   Projection pursuit evaluation model 

The modeling steps of projection pursuit evaluation (PPE) model based on assessment 

criterion of water resources sustainable utilization are as follows [4] and [5]: 

Step 1: Normalizing the evaluation indicators of each sample 

Set the classification criterion sample set of the SAWRU indicators as 

}~1,~1|),({ * pjnijix  , where ),(* jix  is the indicator j  value of sample i , n  

the number of samples and p  the number of indicators. In order to eliminate the 

dimension influence and unify the variable scope of each indicator value, we can 

adopt the following formulas to normalize the extreme value:  
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where )(max jx  and )(min jx  stand for the maximum and the minimum value of 

indicator j , respectively, and ),( jix stands for the array of normalized indicator 

characteristic value in the classification criterion sample set. 

Step 2: Constructing the projection indicator function )(aQ  

Projection pursuit model is to integrate p -dimensional data, }~1|),({ pjjix  , 

into one-dimension projection value )(iz : 
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based on projection direction )}(,),3(),2(),1({ paaaaa  , where a  stands for unit 

length vector.  

We then make a classification in accordance with one-dimension dispersion pattern 

of }~1|)({ niiz  . A good classification for the method requires the local projection 

dots as close as possible and the integral projection dot groups as dispersive. Namely, 



the standard deviation and partial density values of multiple data interspersing among 

one-dimension space should be maximized at the same time. Thus, the projection 

indicator function can be expressed as follows:                                  

zzDSaQ )(  (3) 

where zS  is the standard deviation of )(iz  and zD  the partial density of )(iz . 

Then we get 
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where )(zE  is the average value of series }~1|)({ niiz  , R  is the window radius 

of partial density, which can be settled by test, but is assumed to equal zS1.0  in 

normal practice, ),( jir  is the distance between the samples, )()(),( jzizjir  , and 

)),(( jirRu   is a unit step function. Let ),( jirRt  , then 1)( tu if 0t  and 

0)( tu if 0t . 

Step 3: Optimizing the projection indicator function 

We can calculate the maximum value of )(aQ  to estimate the best project 

direction with restricted condition 
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It is a complex non-linearity optimization, in which }~1|)({ pjja   is taken as the 

optimized variable. Therefore, it is quite difficult to make calculations with the 

traditional method. We now may adopt particle swarm optimization (PSO) algorithm. 

Step 4: Grade assessment of water resources sustainable utilization 

We put the best projection direction *a  into Equation 2, and then we obtain the 

best projection value )(* izs  of the separation dots of each grade in the classification 

criterion sample data. We normalize the indicator sample data of water resources 

sustainable utilization in the evaluated region and put the normalized data into 

Equation 2, and then we obtain the projection value )(* iz  of the evaluated sample. 

Comparing )(* iz  with )(* izs , we obtain the grade that the regional water resources 

sustainable utilization belongs to. 

2.2   Particle swarm optimization algorithm 

Particle swarm optimization (PSO) algorithm was proposed by Kennedy and Eberhart 

in 1995 [6] and [7], which is a kind of adaptive evolutionary computation technology 

and swarm intelligence algorithm. PSO algorithm considers each solution of 



optimization problem as a particle among the searching space and each particle have 

its own position, speed and adaptive value (fitness) decided by a certain optimization 

problem. The best position of each particle during the flight is the best solution found 

by the particle (the individual extremum, pbest), and then the best position 

experienced by the whole group is the best solution found by the whole group 

presently (the global extremum, gbest). Every particle constantly updates itself 

through pbest and gbest, and then a new population is created. At last, the whole 

population can comprehensively search the solution region [8]. 

Set the particle population size as N . The position of the i th particle 

( Ni  ,  ,2 ,1  ) can be expressed as ix , speed as iv  and adaptive value as fi. During 

each iteration after the initial position and speed generate randomly, a particle updates 

itself by following the individual extremum pbesti(t) and the global extremum gbest(t). 

At the moment t+1, any particle i  can update its own position and speed by the 

following equations: 

))()()(())()()(()(  )1( 2211 txtgbesttrctxtpbesttrctwvtv iiiii   (7) 

)1()(  )1(  tvtxtx iii  (8) 

where 1c  and 2c  are constants and called as learning factor, 1r  and 2r  are 

random numbers changing in the interval of (0, 1) and w  is inertia weight. 

Then the individual extremum of each particle and global extremum of the whole 

particles can update by the equations as follows: 
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where )1( tfi  is the adaptive value of i particle at t+1 moment, ))(( tpbestf i  is the 

best adaptive value of i particle in its searching history, and )1(max tx  is the position 

of the particle among all the particles corresponded with the biggest ))(( tpbestf i  at 

t+1 moment. The adaptive value fi of each particle is decided by an actual 

optimization. 

3   Sustainable Assessment of Regional Water Resources Use 

3.1   Study area 

Sanjiang Plain is located in the northeast of Heilongjiang Province 

(N45°01′~48°27′20″, E130°13′~135°5′19″) with the total area of 10.9×10
4
 km

2
, 

which boundary is the Heilongjiang River to the north, the Xingkai lake to the south, 

the east side of Xiao Hinggan Mountains to the west and the Wusuli River to the east. 



The cities and towns located in the region include Jixi, Hegang, Shuangyashan, 

Jiamusi, Qitaihe, Muling and Yilan. Sanjiang Plain has flat terrain, fertile soil, well 

climate and abundant water resources which natural conditions are suitable for 

agricultural development. After years of exploitation and construction, Sanjiang Plain 

has become the important commodity grain production base of China. Thus, a 

scientific assessment of sustainable utilization degree for water resources in Sanjiang 

Plain has the important realistic significance. 

3.2   Establishing indicator system for SAWRU 

According to the comprehensive analysis of water resources influencing factors in 

Sanjiang Plain and the indicator system of supply and demand analysis of water 

resources in China [9], the indicator system for SAWRU of the region was established 

and shown in Table 1. The indicator system includes seven indicators (irrigation 

ration x1，water resources use ration x2，water resources development degree x3，

water supply modulus x4，water demand modulus x5，per capita water supply 

quantity x6，environment water use ratio x7). For the alternate use of average and 

interval of the classification criterion for SAWRU in reference [10] made the 

classification partition undefined, we gave five normalized values in the form of 

interval for the seven indicators of SAWRU in the study and the criterion was shown 

in Table 1. 

Table 1.  Classification criterion for sustainable assessment of water resources use 

No. Indicator Type Grade I Grade  II Grade III Grade IV Grade V 

1 x1 (%) positive >60 45~60 35~45 20~35 <20 

2 x2 (%) positive >60 45~60 35~45 20~35 <20 

3 x3 (%) positive >70 55~70 45~55 30~45 <30 

4 x4 (104m3/km2) positive >100 80~100 60~80 40~60 <40 

5 x5 (104m3/km2) positive >100 80~100 60~80 40~60 <40 

6 x6 (m
3 per capita) opposite <1000 1000~1750 1750~2250 2250~3000 >3000 

7 x7 (%) opposite <2 2~3 3~4 4~5 >5 

 

3.3   Evaluation results and analysis 

The projection pursuit evaluation model based on particle swarm optimization 

algorithm (PSO-PPE) was programmed by MATLAB 7.0 software. In the program, 

we set the population size of PSO N as 400, the learning factors c1 and c2 as 2, the 

inertia weight w as 0.9965 and the maximum iteration time Gmax as 50. Next we put 

the criterion and regional statistical data of SAWRU shown in Table 2 into the model 



and ran the PSO-PPE program under MATLAB environment. After that we obtained 

the best projection directions a
*
= (0.398, 0.398, 0.341, 0.366, 0.366, 0.404, 0.369), 

and then we put a
*
 into Equation 2 to calculate the best projection values of the 

classification criterion date set *
sz =(2.642, 1.927, 1.487, 0.986). Name, the sample 

for evaluation belongs to Grade I if 642.2* z , belongs to Grade II if 

642.2927.1 *  z , belongs to Grade III if 927.1487.1 *  z , belongs to Grade IV if 

487.1986.0 *  z  and belongs to Grade V if 986.0* z . 

Considering Jixi, Hegang, Shuangyashan, Jiamusi, Qitaihe, Muling and Yilan 

located in Sanjiang Plain as the samples for evaluation of SAWRU and putting them 

into the above program, we obtained the best projection values z* of the seven regions 

for evaluation (shown in Table 2). Comparing it with the projection values of 

assessment criterion, we can judge which grade the water resources sustainable 

utilization of the regions for evaluation belong to. 

Table 2.  Indicator statistics value and the best projection value of SAWRU 

Indicator x1(%) x2(%) x3(%) x4(104m3/km2) x5(104m3/km2) 
x6(m

3 per 

capita) 
x7(%) z* 

Jixi 16.16 39 70.60 14.11 15.67 1663 0.52 1.874 

Hegang 12.91 33 32.88 8.07 12.52 1082 0.36 1.465 

Shuangyashan 12.86 40 53.00 8.89 12.47 1302 0.24 1.741 

Jiamusi 18.82 38 82.17 13.16 18.25 1710 0.89 1.927 

Qitaihe 3.07 35 15.69 2.11 2.98 145 0.35 1.215 

Muling 1.44 43 5.53 1.10 1.40 219 0.23 1.144 

Yilan 6.09 37 28.95 6.71 5.90 766 0.49 1.133 

 

On the basis of the projection values of assessment criterion and the visual function 

of ArcGIS software, a spatial distribution map of evaluation grades for water 

resources sustainable utilization of Sanjiang Plain was drew and shown in Figure 1. In 

the region of Sanjiang Plain, the water resources sustainable utilization of Jiamusi, 

Shuangyashan and Jixi belonged to Grade III, which indicated that a balance existed 

between water resources sustainable utilization and socioeconomic development, but 

along with the rapid growth of economics and the increase of population size, water 

resources demand will increase day by day, thus making the best of the current water 

resources, strengthening management and exploiting water resources deeply were 

important to ensure a sustainable supply capacity of water resources for the 

socioeconomic development of these regions. However, the water resources 

sustainable utilization of Hegang, Yilan, Qitaihe and Muling belonged to Grade IV, 

which showed a low level of sustainable utilization, but the current exploitation 

degree and use ration of water resources of these regions were low, a good prospect 

for water resources sustainable utilization can be saw if increasing construction 

investment of water conservancy project and adopting strict water saving measures 



for industry and agriculture to enhance the water resources exploitation degree of 

these regions. 

 

Fig. 1. Spatial distribution map of evaluation grades for regional water resources sustainable 

utilization 

4   Conclusions 

The PSO-PPE model for SAWRU cluster and evaluate the samples based on their 

own characteristics and do not need indicators’ weight prior, which avoid human 

randomicity. At the same time, intuitiveness and good maneuverability are also the 

advantages of the model. The PSO-PPE model has been applied successfully in the 

SAWRU of Sanjiang Plain, and it was proved a feasible method and provided a new 

way for SAWRU with multiple influencing factors. 

In the region of Sanjiang Plain, the SAWRU of Jiamusi, Shuangyashan and Jixi 

was Grade III showing a balance between water resources use and socioeconomic 

development. However, the SAWRU of Hegang, Yilan, Qitaihe and Muling was 

Grade IV showing a low level of water resources sustainable utilization capacity, thus 

a scientific exploitation and utilization plan for water resources combining the 

characteristics of the resources and socioeconomic development of these regions was 

required exigently. 
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